Year 7 Recommended Reading List
Wonder by R.J Palacio - Life story
Auggie wants to be an ordinary ten-year-old. He feels ordinary - inside. But ordinary kids don't make other
ordinary kids run away screaming in playgrounds. Ordinary kids aren't stared at wherever they go. Born
with a terrible facial abnormality, Auggie has been home-schooled by his parents his whole life. Now, for
the first time, he's being sent to a real school - and he's dreading it. All he wants is to be accepted - but can
he convince his new classmates that he's just like them, underneath it all?

The Explorer By Katherine Rundell - Adventure
From his seat in the tiny aeroplane, Fred watches as the mysteries of the Amazon jungle pass by below
him. He has always dreamed of becoming an explorer, of making history and of reading his name amongst
the lists of great discoveries. If only he could land and look about him. As the plane crashes into the
canopy, Fred is suddenly left without a choice. He and the three other children may be alive, but the jungle
is a vast, untamed place. With no hope of rescue, the chance of getting home feels impossibly small.
Except, it seems, someone has been there before them ...

When the Sky Falls By Phil Earle - Historical fiction
1941. War is raging. And one angry boy has been sent to the city, where bombers rule the skies. There,
Joseph will live with Mrs F, a gruff woman with no fondness for children. Her only loves are the rundown
zoo she owns and its mighty silverback gorilla, Adonis. As the weeks pass, bonds deepen and secrets are
revealed, but if the bombers set Adonis rampaging free, will either of them be able to end the life of the one
thing they truly love? Inspired by a true story. The Times children's book of the year.

The 13-Storey Treehouse by Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton - Humour
Andy and Terry live in the WORLD'S BEST treehouse! It's got a giant catapult, a secret underground
laboratory, a tank of man-eating sharks and a marshmallow machine that follows you around and shoots
marshmallows into your mouth whenever you're hungry! Just watch out for the sea monkeys, and the
monkeys pretending to be sea monkeys, and the giant mutant mermaid sea monster . . . Oh, and,
whatever you do, don't get trapped in a burp-gas-filled bubble . . . !. The first book in the treehouse series.

Football School - Star players by Alex Bellos & Ben Lyttleton - Non Fiction
What made Pele the greatest player of all time? How did Harry Kane overcome the odds to win the Golden
Boot? What is the secret behind Lionel Messi's outstanding success? And why is Megan Rapinoe so fearless in
her beliefs? This collection of fifty biographies brings together the incredible true stories of the game's
greatest legends who changed the world of football. Empowering and inspirational, this is the perfect book
to get young fans dreaming big both on and off the pitch.

Alex Rider, Stormbreaker by Anthony Horowitz - Crime/Spy/Mystery
In the first book in the number one bestselling Alex Rider series by Anthony Horowitz, fourteen-year-old
Alex is forcibly recruited into MI6. Armed with secret gadgets, he is sent to investigate Herod Sayle, a man
who is offering state-of-the-art Stormbreaker computers to every school in the country. But the teenage spy
soon finds himself in mortal danger.

The Girl who Speaks Bear by Sophie Anderson - Fantasy / Adventure
Found abandoned in a bear cave as a baby, Yanka has always wondered about where she is from. She tries
to ignore the strange whispers and looks from the villagers, wishing she was as strong on the inside as she
is on the outside. But, when she has to flee her house, looking for answers about who she really is, a
journey far beyond one that she ever imagined begins: from icy rivers to smouldering mountains meeting
an ever-growing herd of extraordinary friends along the way.

George by Alex Gino - LGBTQ+
When people look at George, they think they see a boy. But she knows she's not a boy. She knows she's a
girl. George thinks she'll have to keep this a secret forever. Then her teacher announces that their class play
is going to be Charlotte's Web. George really, really, REALLY wants to play Charlotte. But the teacher says she
can't even try out for the part . . . because she's a boy. With the help of her best friend, Kelly, George comes
up with a plan. Not just so she can be Charlotte -- but so everyone can know who she is, once and for all.

Lightning Mary By Anthea Simmons - Historical fiction
One stormy night, a group of villagers are struck by lightning. The only survivor is a baby - Mary Anning. From
that moment on, a spark is lit within her. Growing up poor but proud on the windswept Dorset coast, Mary
follows after her father, hunting for fossils uncovered by waves and landslips: ancient creatures, turned to
stone. Mary must depend upon her unique courage and knowledge to fulfil her dream of becoming a
scientist in a time when girls have no opportunities for such ambitions. What will happen when she makes
her greatest discovery of all...?

The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman - Horror
When a baby escapes a murderer intent on killing the entire family, who would have thought it would find
safety and security in the local graveyard? Brought up by the resident ghosts, ghouls and spectres, Bod has an
eccentric childhood learning about life from the dead. But for Bod there is also the danger of the murderer
still looking for him - after all, he is the last remaining member of the family. A stunningly original novel deftly
constructed over eight chapters, featuring every second year of Bod's life, from babyhood to adolescence. Will
Bod survive to be a man?

The Boy at the Back of the Class by Onjali J. Rauf - Life story - refugees
There used to be an empty chair at the back of my class, but now a new boy called Ahmet is sitting in it. He's
nine years old (just like me), but he's very strange. He never talks and never smiles and doesn't like sweets not even lemon sherbets, which are my favourite! But then I learned the truth: Ahmet really isn't very strange
at all. He's a refugee who's run away from a War. A real one. With bombs and fires and bullies that hurt
people. And the more I find out about him, the more I want to help. That's where my best friends Josie,
Michael and Tom come in. Because you see, together we've come up with a plan. . .

Percy Jackson and the Lightening Thief By Rick Riordan - Adventure
Look, I didn't want to be a half-blood. I never asked to be the son of a Greek God. I was just a normal kid, going
to school, playing basketball, skateboarding. The usual. Until I accidentally vaporized my maths teacher. That's
when things started really going wrong. Now I spend my time fighting with swords, battling monsters with my
friends, and generally trying to stay alive. This is the one where Zeus, God of the Sky, thinks I've stolen his
lightning bolt - and making Zeus angry is a very bad idea.Can Percy find the lightning bolt before a fully-fledged
war of the Gods erupts?

Kick by Mitch Johnson - Life story - human rights, hopes & dreams
Budi's plan is simple. He's going to be a star. Budi's going to play for the greatest team on earth, instead of
sweating over each stitch he sews, each football boot he makes. But one unlucky kick brings Budi's world
crashing down. Now he owes the Dragon, the most dangerous man in Jakarta. Soon it isn't only Budi's dreams
at stake, but his life. A story about dreaming big, about hope and heroes, and never letting anything stand in
your way.

Nevermoor: The Trials of Morrigan Crow- Fantasy adventure
Morrigan Crow is cursed, destined to die on her eleventh birthday. But, as the clock strikes midnight, she's
whisked away by a remarkable man called Jupiter North and taken to the secret city of Nevermoor.
There she's invited to join the Wundrous Society. Mystery, magic and protection are hers - if only she can pass
four impossible trials, using an exceptional talent. Which she doesn't have...

The London Eye Mystery-Crime/Spy/Mystery
11.32 a.m. Ted and his sister Kat watch their cousin Salim get on board the London Eye. The pod rises from the
ground, high above the city. 12.02 p.m. The pod lands and the doors open. Everyone exits - everyone but Salim.
Ted doesn't see the world like most people he knows and is sure that with his "unique operating system" of a
brain he can uncover the truth about Salim's disappearance. So, teaming up with Kat, Ted sets out to do just
that - following a trail of clues across London. But with time ticking dangerously by, can Ted solve the mystery
before it's too late?

Seven Ghosts by Chris Priestley - Horror
Jake and the other finalists in a writing competition have been invited to a stately house for a tour like no
other. As their guide leads them through grand rooms, hidden nooks and magnificent grounds, they hear the
stories of seven ghosts who haunt the halls. But strange shapes and shadows follow Jake as he journeys
through the house and with each tale that Jake hears, he begins to feel more uneasy. All is not as it seems and
soon Jake will discover that something is very, very wrong ...

Tom Gates is Absolutely Fantastic (at some things) by Liz Pichon - Humour
Exciting News! Mr Fullerman announces that class 5F are going on an 'Activity Break'! Which should be fun. As
long as I don't get stuck in a group with anyone who snores or worse still with . . .. Marcus Meldrew. Delia is
already threatening to paint my room funny colours while I'm away. Which is annoying. I just hope the only
surprise I have when I get home is the new pet that I hear Mum and Dad talking about. Because I've always
wanted a pet!

Skulduggery Pleasant by Derek Landy - Crime/Spy/Mystery
Stephanie's uncle Gordon is a writer of horror fiction. But when he dies and leaves her his estate, Stephanie
learns that while he may have written horror, it certainly wasn't fiction. Pursued by evil forces intent on
recovering a mysterious key, Stephanie finds help from an unusual source the wisecracking skeleton of a dead
wizard, Skulduggery Pleasant. When all hell breaks loose, it's lucky for Skulduggery that he's already dead. Will
evil win the day? Will Stephanie and Skulduggery stop bickering long enough to stop it? One thing's for sure: evil
won't know what's hit it.

